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ment suppliers can achieve a CSC supplier certificate to support their concrete clients with

their CSC assessments.

 

ii) A clear explanation of who 'other partners in the value chain' constitutes 

The CSC certification system has been developed together with a large group of the indus‐

try as well as certification institutes (i.e: HeidelbergCement, Cemex, CRH, IUCN, WWF). IUCN

convened a consultation process with environmental experts and representatives from civil

society focused on providing feedback on the system's environmental and social criteria.

The revised technical manual addresses some of the feedback received and aims for con‐

tinuous improvement. In this respect, CSC will continue the dialogue with civil society orga‐

nizations and other stakeholders. 

 

iii) A case study/example of your climate-related engagement strategy with other partners
in the value chain.  

 As a founding member of the CSC, we engage with the CSC partners and members on a

monthly basis. We engage with partners through holding monthly workshops and / or semi‐

nars with architects, environmental and industry experts to educate companies and practi‐

tioners about the latest sustainability innovations and technologies in the sector and to

train them on carbon reduction potentials at building or infrastructure level. Since its incep‐

tion, the CSC now has over 20 members who have adopted our certification, with more than

500 certifications issued which equate to a growth increasing more than 30% year on year

over the last two years.  We engage with the other partners of CSC on a monthly basis, to

discuss latest ideas and improve the CSC system. As a founding member, Holcim has also

adopted the CSC system into its operations since 2003. 60 of our concrete, cement and ag‐

gregates plants in 8 countries hold CSC certificates, 5 of them being CSC Gold.

C12.3

(C12.3) Do you engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence public

policy on climate-related issues through any of the following?

Direct engagement with policy makers

Trade associations

Funding research organizations

C12.3a

(C12.3a) On what issues have you been engaging directly with policy makers?
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Focus of

legislation

Corporate

position

Details of engagement Proposed legislative solutionFocus of

legislation

Corporate

position

Details of engagement Proposed legislative solution

Cap and trade Support Holcim is engaging proactively and transpar‐

ently with its external stakeholders, includ‐

ing regional and national governments, inter‐

national organisations and the civil society
on the issue of carbon pricing. This in‐

cludes: At country level: In the USA, as an

example, Holcim is part of the “CEO Climate

Dialogue” - a group of corporate and NGO
CEOs who are all united in their call for car‐

bon reduction policy and carbon pricing at

federal level. At Regional level: in the EU, for

example, Holcim engages directly with the

European Commission services on carbon
pricing policy (EU ETS), as well as through

affiliated organisations such as Cembureau

. At global level we engage and promote the

carbon pricing agenda through organisa‐
tions such as the Carbon pricing Leadership

coalition (CPLC), hostel by the World Bank

and on which Holcim sits on the Steering

Committee. Holcim initiated a specific study

looking at the impact of existing carbon
pricing schemes on the construction sector.

Holcim advocates for carbon pricing mecha‐

nisms that: Respond dynamically to unfore‐

seen macro-economic evolutions; Provide
an unconditional level playing field across

regions and industries; Target entire value

chains by tackling both supply and demand

sides; Enable carbon cost pass-through,

thereby creating financial incentives for car‐
bon-efficient solutions. Ultimately, carbon

pricing mechanisms must lead to an accep‐

tance of carbon costs across value chains,

as carbon costs must increasingly be ab‐

sorbed in products and solutions. By creat‐
ing competitive advantages for carbon-effi‐

cient products and solutions, carbon pricing

mechanisms can then become a key driver

for accelerating the demand for low-carbon
products.

Carbon pricing mechanisms are central

to the carbon neutrality transition. They

must be designed in a way that stimu‐

lates much needed innovation in ad‐
vanced technologies (e.g. CO2 capture)

and rewards carbon-efficient products

and solutions (and thus become a key

driver for the demand of low-carbon
products). Two particular legislative av‐

enues that Holcim advocates for are the

following: The preservation of a level

playing field in relation to carbon costs

in countries or regions where carbon
pricing mechanisms are in place (e.g.

through the establishment of carbon

border adjustment mechanisms), which

would foster investments in low-carbon
technologies and innovation; Shift the

focus of carbon pricing mechanisms

from emissions to consumption. The

adoption of carbon-neutrality in con‐

struction is tributary to the acceptance
of carbon constraints and costs by all

actors of the highly fragmented con‐

struction value chain. Carbon costs

must progressively be absorbed in prod‐
ucts and solutions in order to render the

carbon- efficient products and solutions

more competitive (thus reversing the

current situation). This is necessary to

build the necessary business case to de‐
ploy, on a large scale, advanced tech‐

nologies such as Carbon Capture

Utilization and Storage (CCUS) on the

manufacturing side and low carbon

binders on the product side. It requires a
dynamic carbon pricing mechanism that

is centered on carbon consumption (e.g.

carbon consumption charges), inte‐

grated across value chains and address‐
ing both supply and demand.
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Focus of

legislation

Corporate

position

Details of engagement Proposed legislative solution

Other, please

specify

(Carbon

border
adjustments

(CBAM))

Support Holcim has been engaging broadly on the is‐

sue of carbon border adjustments, with a

specific focus on Europe where the topic is

on the climate policy agenda. Engagement
takes the form of direct discussions with

legislators as well as public discussion or‐

ganised by external parties and stakehold‐

ers, such as the OECD Sustainable
Development Roundtable or dedicated plat‐

forms such as the European Roundtable on

Climate Change and Sustainable Transition.

In a European context, Holcim’s position

is as follows: the establishment of a

CBAM forms a cornerstone for Europe’s

competitiveness in a carbon neutral
economy. The objective must be for non-

EU importers to bear the same CO2

costs as EU domestic producers. In or‐

der to ensure any form of “double pro‐
tection”, free allocations that are

awarded to EU producers must be dis‐

counted from the carbon costs levied on

imports. Such a mechanism is neces‐

sary for EU-based manufacturing to
compete fairly with non-EU imports that

do not have equivalent carbon costs.

Furthermore, it forms an essential policy

tool to build the “low-carbon business
case” in the long run and secure contin‐

ued investments in low carbon technolo‐

gies across European assets.

Other, please

specify

(Taxonomy

and
sustainable

finance)

Support Since 2015 Holcim has taken part in many

initiatives linked to the development of sus‐

tainable finance tools, and in particular car‐

bon risks disclosure such as the TCFD and
subsequently the development of the

Sustainable Finance initiative at EU level. At

EU level, Holcim engaged with the EU's

Technical Expert Group on taxonomy to pro‐
vide specialist advice linked to the definition

of metrics and thresholds linked to cement

manufacturing. Holcim supports the current

work of the Platform on Sustainable Finance

by participating in public consultations di‐
rectly or indirectly with partner organisa‐

tions (CEMBUREAU, Value Balancing

Alliance). Holcim fully supports the use of

taxonomy in a way to incentives and enables
the transition towards low-carbon construc‐

tion and low carbon manufacturing.

At EU level: Holcim supports the objec‐

tives of the Green Deal and believes tax‐

onomy will enable it to accelerate in‐

vestments to support the green transi‐
tion. The TEG Report forms a good base

to develop the Taxonomy and we wel‐

come the inclusion of cement manufac‐

turing as a mitigation activity to climate
change. However, three points of con‐

cern are to be considered: 1/ Use of met‐

rics and thresholds: Metrics and thresh‐

olds are being defined in order to facili‐

tate the measurement of the mitigation
performance of an activity. It seems fun‐

damental that such thresholds are not

considered as absolute thresholds lead‐

ing to a practice of in/out assessments
but rather the aim towards which invest‐

ments should tend. 2/ To evaluate the

climate impact of a building, the use of

life-cycle assessments should be priori‐

tised. We encourage the TEG report’s ap‐
proach to building assessment on en‐

ergy performance and on embodied CO2.

We also believe that the Taxonomy

should remain material-neutral and not
favor the use of one material vs. an‐

other. It should remain based on perfor‐

mance. 3/ Timing and reporting: the tim‐

ing imposed on industry to fully imple‐

ment the taxonomy framework is unreal‐
istically short as it requires complex re‐

porting mechanisms to be put in place,

while implementation guidance (with de‐

tails on the methodologies to be used)

is not yet fully available.
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Focus of

legislation

Corporate

position

Details of engagement Proposed legislative solution

Other, please

specify

(Carbon

performance
of buildings

and

construction)

Support Holcim has been engaging broadly on the in‐

tegration of carbon performance across the

construction value chain. By way of exam‐

ples, Holcim engaged proactively on this
topic in the context of the UN Climate Action

Summit and Parallel ClimateWeekNYC 2019.

In this context, Holcim organised dedicated

panel discussions and took part in many
third party initiatives. In Europe, Holcim took

part the the real-life testing of LEVEL(s), the

EU’s sustainability assessment tools for

buildings that is under development and pro‐

vided industrial feedback on the use of the
tool in real life environment.

Integration of carbon performance in

building standards and codes, ensuring

the principles of material- neutrality, life-

cycle performance and full value-chain
mobilisation. It forms a fundamental

step to develop customer acceptance

and market-demand for low-carbon solu‐

tions, which today remain the exception
rather than the rule.

Other, please

specify

(Waste

management)

Support Holcim engages globally with Government,

NGO, civil society and local stakeholders on

the use of co-processing technology, which

allows to simultaneously substitute fossil
fuels with non-recyclable waste-derived fu‐

els and to recycle the mineral contained in

the fuel into our production processes. The

use of this technology requires a well estab‐
lished regulatory framework on waste man‐

agement, as is the case in jurisdictions such

as Europe, India and many countries around

the world. And, it needs adequate recogni‐

tion as a desirable waste management alter‐
native that responds to the waste manage‐

ment hierarchy.

Enable resource-efficiency and fossil fu‐

els substitution in energy-intensive sec‐

tors (such as cement manufacturing) by

providing equal treatment across all sec‐
tors regarding the carbon-neutrality of

non-fossil alternative energy sources.

This is particularly important for resid‐

ual (non-recyclable) waste streams that
are co-processed in industrial activities

(a process that enables to simultane‐

ously recover the energy and recycle the

mineral content of the waste in an in‐

dustrial product) and would otherwise
be landfilled or incinerated.

Other, please

specify (Fit

for 55

Package)

Support Holcim engages both directly and indirectly

with representatives of the EU institutions

on what probably forms the most significant

legislative package of the current European
Commission. Holcim welcomes the "Fit for

55" package released by the European

Commission on 14th July. If elements of the

package bring a risk element (increase car‐
bon costs), this package is mostly about

providing policy enablers that should in prin‐

ciple allow us to build the necessary busi‐

ness case to deploy low carbon technolo‐

gies and solutions.

The CBAM is one such example. Much

of the detail remains to be confirmed

through the legislative process and

these major legislative initiatives must
be phased-in without creating legislative

or financial shocks (see below for a

more detailed view on CBAM). The re‐

form of the EU ETS is another important
part of the package and forms a com‐

plex exercise that has many interlinked

components. The mechanisms of free

allocation must work in parallel with the

proposed CBAM, at least in a transi‐
tional period. Innovative financing mech‐

anisms for low carbon technologies are

necessary in today's environment and an

EU-driven CCfD (carbon contract for a
difference) scheme is welcome.

C12.3b

(C12.3b) Are you on the board of any trade associations or do you provide funding beyond

membership?
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Yes

C12.3c

(C12.3c) Enter the details of those trade associations that are likely to take a position on

climate change legislation.

Trade association

Cembureau

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position

Low-carbon manufacturing: The cement industry will continue to invest in the transition

to a low-carbon economy. As an energy intensive industry committed to this low-carbon

transition, it is essential to maintain the competitiveness of Europe-based manufacturing

and ability to invest in Europe. Given The sector's contribution to jobs, growth and innova‐

tion in Europe, its track record on energy and resource efficiency and emissions reduc‐

tions achieved, it is of key importance that the sector has access to competitively priced,

carbon-neutral energy on the road to a low carbon economy. A value chain approach:

Transitioning to a low-carbon economy is a significant challenge for the EU and the ce‐

ment sector. Concrete is one of the most long-lasting and durable materials on earth, and

EU policies need to acknowledge its contribution to a low carbon transition through the

entire life-cycle of buildings. Today’s concrete buildings can save up to two-thirds more

energy than older structures. Thermally-activated concrete can ensure a better match be‐

tween energy demand and supply from fluctuating energy sources. Concrete can natu‐

rally absorb CO2 in a process called recarbonisation. Concrete could potentially offset a

considerable proportion of production emissions over its life-cycle. The low-carbon transi‐

tion in the built environment will require a supply chain approach that allows for collabo‐

ration across the construction value chain. This can be achieved by focusing on a holistic

implementation of material-neutral and life cycle performance, incentivising demand for

low-carbon materials and solutions.

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

In 2020 we contributed to the development of the Cembureau’s agenda on climate change

through active participation in management meetings. Holcim representatives lead the

work on standardization for GHG reporting, and are active in 4 working bodies whose

main focus is Climate Change. In 2021, the country CEO of Holcim in Spain, was ap‐

pointed Cembureau's new President.

Trade association

International Emission Trading Association (IETA)

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position
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The International Emission Trading Association deals with regulators, NGOs and external

stakeholders to promote the use of ETS systems, to improve the way they work and en‐

sure fungibility and comparability of different carbon systems.

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

Holcim has an active role in the development of IETA agenda; and Holcim representatives

are members of several working groups.

Trade association

Zürich Carbon Markets Association (ZCMA)

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position

The ZCMA provides a network for knowledge sharing for all organisations that are inter‐

ested in the evolution of sustainability focused and high  quality carbon markets with the

aim to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions.

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

Holcim has representation actively driving the ZCMA’s program of activities.

Trade association

Global Cement and Concrete Association

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position

The GCCA (Global Cement and Concrete Association) supports the development of na‐

tional industry roadmaps to define the potential to reduce carbon emissions from the ce‐

ment industry and the transition to a low carbon economy. Through the GCCA (previously

the Cement Sustainability Initiative), the sector has worked together with the

International Energy Association on a Technology roadmap consistent with limiting the

average global temperature increase to 2 degrees. This roadmap sets out a key strategy

for the cement sector to achieve decoupling of expected cement production growth from

related direct CO2 emissions.This roadmap sets the pathway for the industry to reduce

its emissions by 24% from current levels, despite the anticipated increased production by

2050.

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

Holcim was a founder member of the GCCA and has an active role in the development of

the GCCA’a agenda. Holcim champions various focus areas on Climate and Energy and

Monitoring and reporting. Holcim CEO Jan Jenisch is on the board of the GCCA and EXCO

member Miljan Gutovic is on the steering committee. In addition, Holcim subsidiaries are

participating in the Low Carbon Technologies Partnership. The use of the roadmap is the

first step to developing climate regulations, setting targets for emissions reduction, fi‐

nanced with national resources and reduction financed with international funds.

Trade association
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The European Round Table of Industrialists (ERT)

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position

To reduce CO2 emissions, binding commitments by the developed countries and

Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs) of developing countries along with ro‐

bust measurement, reporting and verification (MRV) are necessary to underpin actions

and provide clear signals for investment. All governments should be encouraged to de‐

velop national, regional and sector based greenhouse gas emission reduction plans in‐

cluding CO2 pricing mechanisms. ERT continues to support the development of carbon

markets as the approach that can deliver CO2 reductions at the lowest cost. Industry is a

source of sustainable solutions and must be involved in the decision-making and imple‐

mentation of the various mechanisms and repository of tools that could be used in multi‐

lateral and bilateral agreements which may emerge from the on-going negotiations. In

particular, industry input should be sought for the development of the framework on the

technology mechanism and on the financing of NAMAs through the Green Climate Fund.

ERT highlights that Europe is part of a global market and we need to find ways to keep

Europe growing while limiting our carbon footprint and increasing energy efficiency.

Climate change is foremost a global challenge and the EU should keep convincing other

regions to make similar commitments and putting in place policies such as carbon pric‐

ing to reach the objectives. Further information on the ERT's position on climate change

is available online at http://www.ert.eu/issue/climate-change.

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

Holcim is an active participant to the climate and energy working group and plays a lead‐

ing role in the development of forward-looking engagement on the low-carbon transition.

C12.3d

(C12.3d) Do you publicly disclose a list of all research organizations that you fund?

Yes

C12.3f

(C12.3f) What processes do you have in place to ensure that all of your direct and indirect

activities that influence policy are consistent with your overall climate change strategy?

Updates on advocacy initiatives supporting our climate change strategy are regularly pre‐

sented to our main governing bodies, Board of Directors and the Executive Committee. 

 


